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1. Introduction
Development of classifications is a common task in the social sciences. Quite often the
classifications are developed in a normative way, when group membership is assigned to a
respondent or other unit of analysis based on some theoretical criteria or on the researcher's
expectations (Doty & Glick, 1994). In other cases, classification is obtained empirically by the use
of segmentation techniques such as hierarchical cluster analysis, k-means cluster analysis, or latent
class analysis (LCA). Theoretical classifications are criticized for being speculative. In contrast,
the empirical approach is frequently applied in a purely exploratory way, thus, the results might
depend on the specific set of available data. Although LCA is vulnerable to such criticism to a
lesser degree than the other classification techniques, it is frequently applied as an ad hoc
segmentation solution. The validity and between-group reliability of empirical classifications are
rarely tested.
At the same time, the tests for measurement invariance of factors, or continuous latent
variables, have become a standard in cross-cultural studies (Davidov, Meuleman, Cieciuch,
Schmidt, & Billiet, 2014). Similar to comparison of results of the factor or any other measurement
models, comparison of classifications across groups requires measurement invariance as well
(McCutcheon, 1987, 2002; McCutcheon & Hagenaars, 1997). Although it is steadily spreading,
assessment of invariance of classifications is still rarely applied (for applications, see Kankaraš,
Moors, & Vermunt, and Siegers, this volume). This is partly due to the fact that classifications in
general are less popular among quantitative social researchers as categorical latent variables
require more sophisticated kinds of analysis, and computation of corresponding models is highly
demanding in regard to the computing power, especially with larger samples and more complex
models. And partly, this is because the methods for testing measurement invariance of
classifications are less developed.
Kankaraš et al.’s contribution to this volume has presented a general overview of testing
invariance with a large range of multiple group latent class models. This chapter focuses on one
specific way of conducting such an analysis. We describe group-as-covariate approach, focus on
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unordered latent class models, explicate levels of invariance and procedures required to test them
making strong links with factor analysis, and supplement it with a detailed example. In addition to
the application provided by Siegers (this volume), we describe and show how to test for metric
invariance of classifications. In the following sections, we first describe a general LCA model,
discuss how measurement invariance can be assessed, and finally demonstrate the application of
the method using empirical data.

2. Measurement invariance of latent classes
2.1. Specifics of LCA in the context of measurement invariance
LCA is a family of models that look for a discrete latent variable using categorical
observed variables (Goodman, 2002; McCutcheon, 1987). Typically, there is only one discrete
latent variable, which might be viewed as the classification of the respondents based on their
responses. Probabilities of these responses are set to be conditional on a discrete latent variable
(unobserved classes) with some link function. In this chapter, we use the logistic link function,
though there could be other link functions, for example, the probit function (Uebersax, 1999). The
latent variable is always categorical, either nominal (this chapter) or ordered categorical (see
Kankaraš et al., this volume).
In terms of probabilities (or probabilistic parameterization), there are three types of
parameters in LCA: (1) the number of classes, (2) the probabilities of observed responses
conditioned on class membership, these also may be labeled “class profiles”,2 and (3) the estimated
sizes of the classes, or class probabilities. Any of these parameters can be constrained.
The purpose of assessing measurement invariance is to test whether measures are
invariant across groups, that is, whether they have the same meaning. Conditional probabilities of
responses are of central interest when assessing measurement invariance of classes across groups,
because they define the substantive meaning of classes, thus giving them discriminative
characteristics. The comparison of class sizes across groups makes sense only when conditional
probabilities are (approximately) equal.
In the LCA context, we can discuss at least four invariance levels: no measurement
invariance, configural invariance, full metric invariance, full scalar invariance, as well as partial
scalar and metric invariance. Table 1 summarizes the levels of invariance and their implications.
The number of classes might be less important as it does not always influence the meaning of all
classes. For example, a researcher might be interested in comparing shares of heavy smokers
between schoolboys and schoolgirls. In this case, it is not important whether, in each group, there
2
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are three or four classes of light smokers and nonsmokers defined by the same indicators. For this
reason, one can discuss a certain level of invariance of a subset of classes if the invariance of the
whole classification is not supported or not of interest.
No invariance of latent classes implies that some crucial part of the conditional
probabilities of items are different across groups, and even a general configuration of item
probabilities is not similar across groups. In other words, the meaning of latent classes is very
different across groups; hence, the comparisons of the classes, its relations, and class proportions
are not meaningful. Configural invariance is supported when a general configuration of
conditional probabilities (probability of specific class member to give certain answer) is similar
across groups but these probabilities are not necessarily equal. This points to the general similarity
of class meaning across groups. Metric invariance3 is difficult to define in terms of probabilities,
but it implies, just as in factor analysis, that the relations of classes to the external variables are
comparable across groups when conditional probabilities are not necessarily equal. Scalar
measurement invariance requires equality of all conditional probabilities and implies the equality
of class meanings, which allows researchers to correctly compare the class sizes. At the scalar
level, the members of the similar classes are expected to give the responses to the set of indicator
questions. The equality of conditional probabilities of the classes across groups implies that the
respondents were classified with the same exact criteria in different groups. The partial
measurement invariance is a situation in which some of the conditions of the full scalar or full
metric invariance are not satisfied. The implications of partial invariance may be the same as for
full invariance.
As conditional probabilities are not modeled directly (in a linear way), and a link function
is involved, the levels of measurement invariance are defined differently from the ones reported
for linear factor analysis with continuous latent variables. The next section elaborates it in detail.

2.2. Assessment of measurement invariance of classes with the group-as-covariate
approach
The assessment of measurement invariance with confirmatory LCA involves modeling
the LCA together with an observed group (e.g., country). Confirmatory LCA differs from an
ordinary LCA simply by its higher number of constraints and the specific strategy to test nested
models in order to justify or refuse a set of constraints (McCutcheon, 1987). This aspect is
particularly useful in assessing the measurement invariance across groups.
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Probably the most developed approach is a multiple group LCA (Clogg & Goodman
1985; McCutcheon, 1987; Eid, Langeheine, & Diener, 2003; Kankaraš & Vermunt, 2014). Testing
for measurement invariance involves estimation of the LCA model independently in each group,
and then fitting another model where conditional probabilities are set to be equal across groups.
The fit of the estimated models is then compared, and if the difference in fit indices is small and
insignificant, a researcher can conclude that there is full scalar measurement invariance. In
practice, thresholds are constrained rather than probabilities, as the former are the parameters in
the model. This approach is equivalent to the group-as-covariate one, although the former is more
flexible when testing for metric invariance and does not require proportional odds assumption,
whereas the latter is more convenient because the group differences in thresholds are the actual
model parameters rather than 'invisible' constraints. Analogously, this approach can be extended
to the models with ordinal latent classes (see Kankaraš et al., this volume; Kankaraš, & Moors,
2009, 2012). There is evidence that ordinal LCA models are preferable over factor models in
testing for measurement invariance. Simulation study by Kankaraš, Vermunt, and Moors (2011)
demonstrated that factor analysis performs similarly when noninvariance is located in the slope
parameters only, whereas LCA models detected it correctly. In this chapter, we focus on nominal
latent class models that use ordinal indicator items.
Multilevel LCA is yet another approach where the thresholds are made random (i.e.,
allowed to differ across groups) and the models compared are (1) a model in which conditional
probabilities are allowed to differ across groups (random thresholds) and (2) a model in which
conditional probabilities are set to be equal across groups. Although this approach seems to be
promising, especially when there are many groups, the applications are rare and the method itself
is computationally heavy (see Henry & Muthén, 2010).
The most straightforward way to incorporate group into a LCA model is to supplement
ordinary LCA with a categorical covariate that represents observed group membership. The
grouping variable is allowed to affect each indicator, and these effects are different within each
class, which might be thought of as, respectively, direct effect of group and interaction effect
between class and group on observed indicators (McCutcheon & Hagenaars, 1997). We focus on
this approach in the rest of the chapter.
The conditional probabilities are modeled through the threshold parameters, so roughly
speaking, conditional probabilities in a simple logistic LCA are transformed thresholds. The
general formulation of the response j of the observed item Ui given latent class c and group g as a
covariate is the following:
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P(U𝑖 = j|𝐶 = 𝑐, 𝐺 = 𝑔) =

exp(τ𝑖𝑗𝑐 + β𝑖𝑐𝑔 )
1 + exp(τ𝑖𝑗𝑐 + β𝑖𝑐𝑔 )

(1)

where τ𝑖𝑗𝑐 is a threshold, specific for the category j of indicator i given a latent class c. The term
β𝑖𝑐𝑔 is an effect of group on conditional probability. 4 Note that β𝑖𝑐𝑔 does not differ between
categories j within each indicator, so the effects of group on each of the categories within each
indicator are assumed to be equal. It is referred to as proportional odds assumption and is necessary
in the group-as-covariate LCA models. When β𝑖𝑐𝑔 is zero, this implies the same expressions for
each group, which is the invariance of this particular conditional probability. Therefore, the
assessment of full scalar measurement invariance can be reduced to testing whether all β𝑖𝑐𝑔 terms
are equal to zero or not. In the context of factor analysis, the group-as-covariate approach (also
known as MIMIC models) is limited to the assessment of scalar invariance only, as the covariate
affects only the indicator intercepts. In the latent class model this is not the case, because the metric
invariance model can be built by constraining group effects β𝑖𝑐𝑔 to be the same across classes, but
not necessarily equal to zero.
Model selection in this approach includes comparison of the model fit of the two models,
where one of the models constrains all or some effects of group β𝑖𝑐𝑔 and the other model does not
constrain these effects. If the constrained model has a fit that is not substantially worse than the fit
of the unconstrained model, a higher level of measurement invariance is supported. Therefore,
testing measurement invariance involves a comparison of model fit between more constrained and
less constrained models using statistical criteria. It is clear how to test full metric and scalar
measurement invariance. However, most of the time this hypothesis is rejected, and the researcher
has to decide between partial, configural, and no invariance. Due to the novelty of these methods
and their relatively low popularity in the social sciences, statistical criteria like the comparative fit
index (CFI) difference in factor analysis (Chen, 2007) or partial invariance rules (Byrne,
Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998) have, to the best of our knowledge,
not been developed yet. Thus, in terms of guidance, a researcher is left with ad hoc solutions and
intuitive substantive criteria in the selection between partial, configural, and no invariance.
The strategy in assessing the measurement invariance of LCA involves finding the
optimal number of classes within each group, testing for full metric and scalar invariance, and, if
full invariance is not supported, looking for and deciding between partial, configural, and no
invariance. This procedure can be divided into the following six general steps.
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(1) Find an optimal number of classes within each group separately. This is a necessary
and exploratory part of any LCA. The optimal number of classes involves estimation of 1-class,
2-class, and as many class models as can be considered feasible. Probably the most popular criteria
of comparison are the Akaike and Bayesian information criteria (AIC and BIC, respectively);
however, their differences do not have a known distribution, thus they cannot be compared using
statistical tests. Comparison is performed following a simple rule—the smaller the BIC or AIC
value, the better the model is. 5
The likelihood ratio test (LRT), which is computed as a difference between –
2*LogLikelihood values (or equivalent G2 or L2 statistics), may be used for comparison of the two
nested models. However, the models with a differing number of classes are not truly nested.
Nylund, Asparouhov, and Muthén (2007) demonstrated that the likelihood ratio, in a special case
of testing a k-class model against a k-1 class model, does not actually have a chi-square
distribution. Thus, the LRT (as well as G2 or L2) cannot be used to detect the optimal number of
classes. Some adjustments to this test were suggested, revealing Lo-Mendell-Rubin (Lo, Mendell,
& Rubin, 2001) and Vuong-Lo-Mendell-Rubin LRTs, which were designed to detect differences
in k and k-1 class model fits. Bootstrapped LRT (McLachlan & Peel, 2000) is another approach to
the LRT test. It predicts several datasets using estimated parameters from the k-1 model and then
analyzes them using k-1 and k class models in order to approximate the distribution of –
2*loglikelihood differences. The p-value produced by any LRT is (an approximation of)
probability that the data were generated by the k-1 model (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2015). That
is, a high p-value of a LRT indicates that a model with k classes should be rejected and a model
with k-1 classes should be accepted.
Alternative to the formal tests of model selection is a scaled entropy index, which reflects
the reversed uncertainty of classification, that is, the certainty of classification (Asparouhov &
Muthén, 2014). Values of the entropy index close to 1 indicate very high certainty of classification.
Unlike the previous tests, entropy provides substantive information about classification in general.
For example, Siegers (this volume) uses entropy over other criteria to detect the optimal number
of classes.
It is not rare when information criteria, variants of LRT, and the entropy index contradict
each other. Thus, the final decision on the number of classes is often made using substantive
considerations, such as the similarity, interpretability, and meaningfulness of class profiles.
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If there is the same number of classes in each group or a high level of invariance is
expected, a top-down strategy is more feasible: It involves estimation of the full scalar invariant
and noninvariant models (steps 2 and 5) and, if the comparison statistic is significant, then relaxing
the constraints of the invariant model until acceptable fit is reached. In most other cases the downtop strategy is more feasible, that is, after detecting the number of classes, one can first explore the
configural, metric, and kinds of partial invariance.
(2) Pool the data and build a single LCA model with a group added as covariate, allowing
for group effects (no invariance assumed, sometimes referred to as the heterogeneity model, see
Kankaraš et al., this volume). The only restriction is the equality of group effects within each
indicator. At this stage one can inspect whether effects of group are significant, compute the share
of significant effects, and compare these shares between classes and groups. It is indicative of
similarity of classes across groups; higher numbers of insignificant effects indicate higher
correspondence to full scalar invariance. If the share of insignificant group effects is large enough,
it is reasonable to test for full scalar invariance. In other cases, configural and metric invariance
should be tested first.
One of the possible ways for assessing configural invariance (Rudnev, Magun, &
Schmidt, 2016) involves correlation of class profiles (sets of conditional probabilities). It involves
calculation of class profiles, that is, full sets of conditional probabilities for each class, and then
correlating them to each other. Squared Pearson correlation (R2) might also be useful because it
directly shows the percent of common variance of two profiles. If the correlations of class profiles
are very high, it is enough to state configural invariance, and it is reasonable to test for higher
levels of invariance.
(3) The metric invariance model implies the similar relations between a latent variable
and its indicators across groups. These relations are defined here as distribution of the thresholds
of the same indicator and the same category across classes. Metric invariance in LCA is similar to
the one in CFA, because it assumes the similar strength of relations between latent variable (latent
class) and its indicators across groups. Whereas in CFA the strength of these relations is
represented by factor loadings, in LCA it is represented by differences in thresholds of the same
indicator (and its category) across classes. In a general case, these relations are constrained to be
equal separately for each category of each indicator, but in the group-as-covariate approach, where
group effects are assumed to be the same within each indicator, it is reduced to constraining the
group effects to be equal across all the classes. Note that it does not require group effects to be
zero. Therefore, it makes the resulting differences between classes to be similar across groups, but
does not require equality of conditional probabilities.
8

Like metric invariance in CFA, the support for this model allows between-group
comparisons of within-group relations of classes with other variables. For example, the effect of
gender on value classes in Eastern Europe and Western Europe can be compared if metric
invariance criteria are met. However, metric invariance does not allow the comparison of class
sizes across groups.
The metric invariance model is then compared to the unrestricted model. The fit statistics
of these models, including a decrease in BIC and AIC, as well as LRT (which can be correctly
applied in this situation) are then examined. In case the fit of these two models is not different, the
constrained model is accepted as more parsimonious, and the metric measurement invariance of
classes is supported. If metric invariance was supported, it is reasonable to test for full scalar
invariance (step 5), and if not—there still might be partial metric invariance.
(4) There are two kinds of partial metric invariance—invariance of a subset of classes
and invariance of a subset of indicators. In the first case, some classes hold metric invariance and
others are not constrained. It requires at least two classes to be constrained because it is about
differences between classes. In the second case, all the classes are constrained except for some
indicators.
(5) Estimate a group-as-covariate LCA model where all the group effects are constrained
to be zero or a model of full scalar invariance (also referred to as a structural homogeneity model).
If this model’s fit is not worse than that of the metric invariance model, one can accept the full
scalar invariance. It implies that the class sizes can be meaningfully compared across groups and
that predictors and outcomes of the latent classes can be added to the model and the resulting
effects can be compared across groups. If full invariance is not supported, one may try to find
partial invariance.
(6) Estimate another group-as-covariate LCA model with constraints defined by
substantive criteria. For example, if there is a strong theory about one class, it might be tested for
invariance whereas all other constraints may be relaxed. Or, if there is no theory at all, the group
effects might be constrained stepwise based on the degree and significance of these effects in the
unconstrained models. Note that partial scalar invariance is not compatible with partial metric
invariance in LCA group-as-covariate approach because the partial scalar invariance assumes
group effects to be zero for at least one class, whereas the partial metric model constrains them to
be equal across classes, which results in a full scalar model. As noted earlier, very vague criteria
exist for differentiating between configural and partial invariance. Results-led hypotheses for a
model of partial scalar invariance might build up on the insignificant group effects. If a researcher
is able to determine partial scalar invariance, the possibilities are open for comparing class sizes,
9

effects of its predictors, or outcomes across groups, although this should be done cautiously
because strict statistical criteria is lacking.

Table 1. Levels of Latent Class Invariance, Requirements, and its Implications
Configural

Metric invariance

Scalar invariance

invariance
Number of classes

Required*

Required*

Required*

Similarity of class

Required

Required

Required

Required

Required

profiles
Similarity of differences
in thresholds across
classes
Equality of thresholds

Required

across groups
Allows comparison of…

signs of

regression and

regression and

regression and

correlations with

correlations with

correlations with

external variables;

external variables;

external variables

differences in class

differences in class

sizes.

sizes; class sizes.

Note. *Only when the researcher is interested in describing the whole population.
Partial metric and partial scalar invariance are met when part of the classes/indicators meet the
criteria for full metric and scalar invariance.

3. Empirical example: European value classes in Western, Northern, and Eastern
Europe
3.1. Substantive problem
Basic human values have been studied predominantly as continuous characteristics of
people, however, both Schwartz (1992) and Rokeach (1973) emphasized the importance of the
relevant position of values in a hierarchy of values. The typological approach brings to life the
idea of analyzing value profiles instead of separate value characteristics. Latent value classes can
differentiate between people with different individual hierarchies of values, which emphasizes the
order of value preferences. Magun, Rudnev, and Schmidt (2016) have demonstrated that there are
only five value classes in the European population, each of which has a substantially different
10

value profile. The Growth class combines high importance of openness to change and selftranscendence values. The other four classes are aligned from a strong social focus (conservation
and self-transcendence values) to a strong personal focus (self-enhancement and openness to
change values). There are no classes that emphasize both self-enhancement and conservation. This
typology remains stable across samples and time points (Rudnev et al., 2016).
This classification was obtained through the analysis of samples from the pooled
European sample, putting together within- and between-country variance of values. Typically, a
cross-cultural researcher is interested in finding measurement invariance between countries and,
therefore, examines the within-country structure of the data. However, LCA is very sensitive to
the amount of heterogeneity in the data, and some classes could be found only when there are
respondents from several countries in the data. That is, some classes are cross-national by nature
and thus hard to find within a national dataset. Magun et al. (2016) demonstrated that the most
variable class across countries is the Growth values class—it has a higher probability in Western
and Northern Europe and is hardly found in Eastern Europe. The other four classes seem to have
less varying probabilities in all European countries (Magun et al., 2016).
In this paper, we assess the invariance of value classes in the three European regions as
two groups: countries of Western and Northern Europe (hereafter designated as West&North
Europe) comprise the first group and the countries of Eastern Europe comprise the second group.
Previous analyses provide strong expectations that there are five value classes in West&North
Europe, whereas there are only four of them (excluding the Growth values class) in Eastern
Europe. The main hypothesis is that these four value classes, namely Strong Social Focus, Weak
Social Focus, Weak Personal Focus, and Strong Personal Focus, possess measurement invariance
between West&North and Eastern Europe.

3.2. Data
The data come from the European Social Survey (ESS). Round 4 was selected due to the
highest number of participating countries. Overall, the sample includes 11 West&North European
countries and 12 Eastern European countries, and specifically, 20,650 respondents are from
West&North Europe and 21,854 from Eastern European countries. The countries are listed in the
Supplementary materials. The values were measured by the 21 value portraits included in the ESS
Human Values Scale (for the item wordings see Davidov et al., this volume, Table 6.2). The
response options included six ordered categories ranging from "Very much like me" to "Not at all
like me." The data were weighted with design and population weights because each group consists
of several national samples and the countries differ in size.
11

3.3. Centering and method factor
In order to account for response style, or respondents' tendency to choose the same or
similar ratings for the different value portraits, the use of centered instead of the raw ratings have
been suggested (Schwartz, Verkasalo, Antonovsky, & Sagiv, 1997). Following these
recommendations, within-individual centering is routinely conducted by the subtraction of the
individual mean on all the ratings from each of the value ratings. We treated the six-point rating
scale as a categorical response scale; thus, centering that involves averaging was not an option.
Instead, the response style was modeled. Among many options available in LCA models for
controlling for response style (see Kankaraš & Moors, 2011; Moors, 2003, 2004), the random
effect model (Qu, Tan, & Kutner, 1996) appears to be the closest to the within-individual centering.
It deals with the respondent's overall preference for a certain location of the response scale.
Following the typology of response bias proposed by Van Vaerenbergh and Thomas (2013), both
random intercept and within-individual centering capture acquiescence, disacquiescence, and
midpoint response styles. The conventional LCA model, in addition to discrete latent variable
(classes), was supplemented with a linear factor that represents response style (or random intercept,
Vermunt, 2010)6. The loadings of this factor were constrained to 1 as response style has the same
effect on all ratings irrespective of their content. The inclusion of this factor was necessary as the
classes obtained without it reflected the response style only.
The resulting model looks like the model defined in expression (1) with a constrained
factor f whose means can vary only across groups:

P(U𝑖 = j|𝐶 = 𝑐, 𝐺 = 𝑔, 𝑓) =

exp(τ𝑖𝑗𝑐 +β𝑖𝑐𝑔 +f𝑔 )
1+exp(τ𝑖𝑗𝑐 +β𝑖𝑐𝑔 +f𝑔 )

(2),

where τ𝑖𝑗𝑐 is a threshold, specific for the category i of indicator j given a latent class c; the term
β𝑖𝑐𝑔 is an effect of group on conditional probability; and fg is a random intercept whose mean
differs across groups, but not across items or item categories.

3.4. General strategy of measurement invariance assessment
We do not expect the same number of classes in the two groups; therefore, we first test
for the optimal number of classes, and second, we turn to full scalar invariance testing of the four
classes. Next, if the scalar invariance is not supported, we look for configural and partial invariance
of the classes.
All the models were fitted using Mplus 7.3 software (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2015).
The corresponding Mplus codes are listed in the Supplementary materials.
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Configural invariance is assessed by the correlation of full class profiles. As mentioned
above, for this we computed conditional probabilities in the unconstrained model and stacked them
by class and group and correlated them with each other. Pearson correlation of full class profiles
indicates the similarity of distributions of response probabilities within indicators, as betweenindicator variance does not exist in a full class profile. As an indicator of partial scalar invariance,
we use the proportion of insignificant effects of a group variable in a nonconstrained group-ascovariate model. As the effects of group do not differ across categories within each indicator, the
proportion of insignificant effects for each class would show the overall degree of invariance.

3.5. Results
3.5.1. How many classes are in different groups?
Determining the number of classes requires estimation of a large number of models. In
each group we need to estimate a model with 1, 2, 3, and up to as many classes as it is feasible
with the current data plus one. Thus, for example, with 2 groups and a hypothesized 5 classes we
have to estimate at least 6 models in each group which results in 2 x 6 or 12 models. Given a large
number of respondents in each group together with numeric integration required for this type of
analysis, the estimation might involve a very long computation time. This is highly impractical.
For this reason, each model was estimated in two steps (as recommended by Asparouhov &
Muthén, 2012): First, the model with k classes was estimated without tests for k-1 classes, and the
optimal seed (a seed of random starts in maximum likelihood estimation) was found for the best
likelihood value; and second, this seed was used to estimate both k and k-1 class models. This
approach significantly reduced computation time. 7
Models with 1 to 7 classes have been estimated within each group. The results are listed
in Table 2. Different model fit indices suggest differing optimal number of classes. Sampleadjusted BIC increases continuously from the model with just 1 class to the model with 7 classes,
although the increase slows down with the higher number of classes. The entropy index is stable
with different numbers of classes, with a value of around 0.79 in all class solutions for West&North
Europe and around 0.84 for Eastern Europe. Although the entropy index tends to slightly decrease
as the number of classes increases in Eastern Europe, it is hard to suggest the optimal number of
classes based on these values. Thus, both the BIC and entropy indices are not helpful in suggesting
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the number of classes in our case. This may also signify the possibility that the respondents are not
neatly clustered.

Table 2. Model Fit Statistics of Group-Specific Models with Different Numbers of Classes
Entropy

Sample-

–2*LogLikelihood

adjusted

Number of

Lo-

Vuong-Lo-

parameters†

Mendell-

Mendell-

Rubin LRT

Rubin LRT

BIC
West&North Europe
1 class

1,290,129

1,289,440

102

2 classes

0.80

1,252,764

1,251,392

203

87,786*

87,701*

3 classes

0.78

1,237,373

1,235,332

302

25,859*

25,833*

4 classes

0.78

1,225,608

1,222,844

409

11,511*

11,499*

5 classes

0.78

1,221,194

1,217,728

513

5,013*

5,008*

6 classes

0.79

1,215,801

1,211,612

620

6,098*

6,093*

7 classes

0.78

1,212,247

1,207,192

748

3,558

3,562

1,342,268

1,341,546

106

Eastern Europe
1 class
2 classes

0.85

1,280,385

1,278,934

213

62,612*

62,554*

3 classes

0.85

1,256,985

1,254,804

320

24,129*

24,107*

4 classes

0.84

1,242,190

1,239,308

423

18,184*

18,167*

5 classes

0.83

1,235,743

1,232,248

513

7,436

7,428

6 classes

0.83

1,229,585

1,225,217

641

5,848

5,842

7 classes

0.82

1,229,484

1,220,310

740

3,542

3,424

* P-value is lower than 0.05.
† In order to avoid indefinite parameters, some first or last thresholds were fixed to either -15 or 15 which translates into
probability of 0 and 1, respectively.

The only available statistical tests of significance between models with differing number
of classes are the two adjusted LRTs. Both the Lo-Mendell-Rubin and the adjusted Vuong-LoMendell-Rubin LRTs provide the same results: The model fit significantly increases with the
number of classes up to 7 classes in West&North Europe and 5 classes in Eastern Europe. It implies
that the optimal number of classes in West&North Europe is 6 instead of the hypothesized 5, and
4 as expected in Eastern Europe. Since there were 5 classes hypothesized for West&North Europe,
we compared the class profiles of the 5-class and 6-class solutions. This comparison reveals that
the 6-class solution appears due to the splitting of the Weak Personal values class into two very
similar classes. Full profile correlations between the Weak Personal values class in the 5-class
solution with the two split classes in the 6-class solution are 0.96 and 0.86. Moreover, the predicted
most likely membership of respondents is highly overlapped, dividing 85% of members of this
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class in the 5-class solution into the two in the 6-class solution. This finding indicates that it makes
little substantive difference whether there are 5 or 6 classes in West&North Europe, and the 6class solution is excessive. Hence, in contrast to the results of the LRT tests, we accept the 5-class
solution on the grounds of substantive differentiation of classes.

3.5.2. Is there scalar invariance of similar classes?
Since we found the expected number of classes, the next step is to take a shortcut and
test the full scalar invariance against noninvariance. To do this, we pooled the data, and an LCA
model was supplemented with a group variable, indicating whether the respondent is from
West&North or from Eastern Europe. The diagram of this model is presented in Figure 1 and the
formulation in (2).
In the noninvariant model (completely heterogeneous), the group variable is allowed to
have an effect on every indicator within each class. In the fully scalar invariant model (structurally
homogeneous), all the effects of group are set to zero, excluding the one on latent classes. As the
optimal number of classes was found to be different in West&North and Eastern Europe, and the
same discrete latent variable is used, the effect of group on one of the classes was constrained to
be –15, as it translates to zero probability of this class in Eastern Europe. The Mplus codes for
these models are listed in the Supplementary materials, Codes 1 and 2.
The model fit indices of the noninvariant (M0) model and model of a full scalar
invariance (M3) are listed in Table 3. Scaled LRT8 reveals that the difference in model fit of the
noninvariant model is significantly better than that of the fully invariant model. This finding
implies that we have to reject the full scalar invariance model and accept the noninvariant model.
However, there could still be metric invariance. Model M1 tests it against, again, the
unrestricted model M0. LRT demonstrates a significant difference, and we have to accept the
noninvariant model.

8

Here, we use scaled LRT (Satorra & Bentler, 1999), as the models were estimated with the maximum likelihood
robust algorithm which adjusts the likelihood for nonnormality.
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have new ideas

1

τijc
Latent
сlasses
C

be rich, have
money
people are treated
equally

Some indicators
not shown

1
1

1

Response
style factor
f

1

βicg

1

West&North or
Eastern Europe (0/1)
G

follow traditions

seek fun

Figure 1. Group-as-covariate latent class model with "response style" factor. Eastern Europe is a
dichotomous variable. Dotted arrows represent many other similar arrows.

3.5.3. Is there configural invariance between classes?
After rejecting the fully invariant models, the next step is to find an appropriate set of
constraints which is satisfactory from both a statistical and a substantive standpoint. Table 4 lists
the correlations of similar class profiles (for a full correlation matrix see Table 2 in the
Supplementary materials) and the proportions of insignificant group effects from a common
noninvariant model. In contrast to the rejection of the scalar invariance model, the correlations of
the full class profiles are very high, ranging from 0.93 to 0.97. Figure 2 shows a high similarity of
conditional probabilities obtained for West&North and East Europe. Nondiagonal correlations
(i.e., between the other classes) are much lower, with the highest being 0.75 between Weak
Personal and Weak Social classes, which is substantively justified given its shared "weakness" of
profiles. In general, social values classes demonstrate higher similarity of class profiles.
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Figure 2. Scatterplots of conditional probabilities obtained in the two groups of countries in the
unconstrained group-as-covariate LCA model M0.

Regarding the specific impact of the group on the level of conditional item probabilities,
the group shows the smallest impact in the Weak Personal class profile, as the group has 16 (71%)
insignificant effects out of a possible 21. Probabilities of items conditioned by Strong and Weak
Social classes are more affected by the group, displaying only 5 and 4 insignificant group effects,
respectively, and conditional probabilities within the Strong Personal class are fully dependent on
the group. In general, only 30% of group effects are insignificant, which points to a low level of
invariance. However, the significance of the group effects might be too strict, as correlations of
value profiles demonstrate a high similarity of class structures.
Taking these similarities together, we defined two sorts of partially invariant models.
The first was results-led and based on the estimates of model M0. Partially invariant metric model
M2a constrains to equality only those group effects that have the smallest variance across classes,
as it was estimated in model M0; those are most indicators excluding "equality," "behave
properly," "environment," "tradition," and "safety." Analogously, a model of partial scalar
invariance M4a is specified that fixes the smallest group effects to zero.
Taking into account the high correlations of full class profiles, it is hard to specify a
partial metric invariance model for a subset of classes, so we simply took out the least invariant
class in line with correlations, revealing model M2b. Making use of the fact that the Weak Personal
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class demonstrated the highest invariance across groups, M4b constrains its conditional
probabilities to be equal across groups while relaxing all other parameters. M4c, in addition,
constrains group effects on conditional probabilities of Weak Social class, and M4d constrains
effects of group on conditional probabilities of Weak Personal, Weak Social, and Strong Social
classes. All these models are nested in the noninvariant M0 model, so that they can be compared
to M0 using LRT. The fit statistics and LRTs are listed in Table 3. All of the LRTs are significant,
a finding which implies that the noninvariant model M0 has to be accepted. However, again, these
p-values may be overly sensitive to substantively unimportant differences in conditional
probabilities and/or due to a large sample size. Although not a subject of statistical significance,
adjusted BIC indices may help in finding an optimal solution. Given the very large BIC value in
the noninvariant model M0, the growth of BIC in the more constrained models is very small: For
partial metric models it is 0.03% and 0.04%, and for the scalar invariance M5 it barely reaches
0.40%. When using this criterion, even the scalar invariance model can be accepted.
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Table 3. Model Fit Statistics for the Fitted Latent Class Analysis Models
–2*Log

Likelihood

Number of Scaled
parameters LRT

Sampleadjusted
BIC

M0. Noninvariant

3,140,797

622

3,145,616

M1. Full metric
invariance
M2a. Partial metric
invariance (some
indicators are not
invariant, results-led)
M2b. Partial metric
invariance of Weak
Personal, Weak
Social, and Strong
Social classes
M3. Full scalar
invariance
M4a. Partial scalar
invariance: Some
indicators are not
invariant, results-led
M4b. Scalar
invariance of Weak
Personal class is
invariant
M4c. Scalar
invariance of Weak
Personal and Weak
Social classes are
invariant
M4d. Scalar
invariance of Weak
Personal, Weak
Social, and Strong
Social classes are
invariant

3,142,746

559

3,142,125

574

3,142,221

Difference
of
adjusted
BIC with
M0

579.2
(63)*
391.5
(48)*

3,147,076

580

444.5
(42)*

3,146,714

1,098
(0.04%)

3,153,992

538

3,158,159

3,141,434

595

4,348.5
(80)*
245.6
(27)*

12,544
(0.40%)
428
(0.01%)

3,142,604

598

691.1
(24)*

3,147,237

1,621
(0.05%)

3,146,358

577

3,250.1
(45)*

3,150,827

5,212
(0.17%)

3,151,149

556

4,149.8
(66)*

3,155,456

9,841
(0.31%)

3,146,571

3,146,043

1,460
(0.05%)
955
(0.03%)

Note. * P-value is less than 0.05. The number of parameters consists of 21 indicators with five thresholds
each, variance of method factor differing across four classes, three class sizes thresholds, and all these
parameters estimated in two groups. Some of the thresholds were automatically fixed during estimation in
order to avoid infinity.
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Table 4. Correlations of Full Class Profiles in West&North Europe and Eastern Europe and the
Proportions of Insignificant Effects of Group on Conditional Probabilities of Items
Class label

Correlations of full

% of insignificant at

profiles, N = 126

p > 0.001 effects of group,
N = 21

Growth

-

-

Strong Social

0.93

23% (5)

Weak Social

0.96

19% (4)

Weak Personal

0.94

71% (16)

Strong Personal

0.97

0% (0)

Note. The probabilities for correlations and the number of insignificant effects are taken from model M0,
model fit listed in Table 3. All correlations are significant at p < 0.01.

At this point we have to make a decision about the level of measurement invariance of
the four classes in West&North and Eastern Europe. Instead of reaching a single conclusion, we
take into account all the information and suggest that it depends on the strictness of the criteria
applied. Following the strictest criteria of the current literature, configural invariance requires the
same number of classes in all groups, so one may say the current value classes do not reach even
configural invariance, because we ended up with different number of classes. However, as
discussed in section 2.1, we suggest to apply the term "invariance" in the LCA context to the
specific subsets of classes rather than to the whole classifications. Thus, we can say that there is
configural measurement invariance of the four value classes across two groups of countries, and
this is concluded from the rejection of all partially invariant models, taken together with the high
correlations of class profiles. It implies that the classes have the same structure across groups, but
the class sizes cannot be compared. If the LRT p-values are considered too strict, and the BIC a
too weak criterion, the conclusion is subject to a researcher's judgment. Using correlations of value
profiles, the partial invariance of the Weak Social, Weak Personal, and Strong Social classes may
be stated, whereas the Strong Personal class is not invariant, as all of its conditional probabilities
are affected by the group. This implies that only the three classes can be compared across groups.
Table 5 reports the class probabilities as estimated in model M4d. However, to compare class
probabilities, one more step might be needed—because the Growth class was found to be
nonexistent in Eastern Europe, class probabilities were recalculated without the Growth class in
West&North Europe. The recalculated probabilities of Strong Social and Weak Personal classes
are similar in the two groups, however, there is a large difference in the probability of Weak Social
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class, which is two times higher in Eastern than in West&North Europe. This finding can be taken
as evidence that East Europeans are more prone to Weak Social orientation than the inhabitants of
West&North Europe.

Table 5. Estimated Latent Class Probabilities in West&North and Eastern Europe
West&North Europe

Growth

24%

West&North Europe,
recalculated excluding
the Growth class
-

Eastern Europe

Strong Social

15%

20%

18%

Weak Social

13%

17%

31%

Weak Personal

20%

27%

24%

Strong Personal
(uncomparable)

27%

36%

27%

-

4. Conclusion
In this chapter we described and demonstrated one way to test for measurement
invariance of latent classes. This approach involved looking for the number of classes within each
group, estimating a single model with a group-as-covariate observed variable, and applying
different sets of constraints to this model in order to test full and different kinds of partial
invariance. Correlation of full class profiles were suggested as a way to assess configural
invariance. We demonstrated this approach using the data on basic human values in two groups of
countries—West&North Europe and Eastern Europe. The formal criteria pointed to the existence
of only configural invariance of the four latent classes across the two groups. However, these
criteria might be too strict and, given the substantial considerations, it might be concluded that the
three latent classes are invariant across the groups. Using this result, the class probabilities were
legitimately compared, and analyses revealed Eastern Europeans were much more prone to
membership in the Weak Social values class than members of the West&North European
population.
Overall, further research is needed to guide the model selection process for deciding
between partial and configural measurement invariance of latent classes as well as to develop
model fit statistics that are more flexible and robust to a sample size, alternative to the overly
conservative likelihood ratio test. The overly strict LRTs and uncertainty of information criteria
such as BIC need to be amended with newer approaches, such as newly introduced approximate
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(Bayesian) measurement invariance in factor analysis. Nonetheless, there are several tools
currently available to test for measurement invariance of latent classes across groups, some of
which were demonstrated in this chapter.
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Supplementary materials

Table 1. The list of countries included in the analysis.
West&North Europe
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Ireland
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

East Europe
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Poland
Romania
Russia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Ukraine

Table 2. Full class profiles correlations (based on estimated condition item probabilities in the
unconstrained model M0)

West&North
Growth
Strong Personal
Weak Personal
Weak Social
Strong Social

East Europe
Strong
Personal

Weak
Personal

Weak
Social

Strong
Social

0.59**

0.55**

0.59**

0.14

0.97**

0.52**

0.47**

0.31**

0.68**

0.94**

0.75**

-0.11

0.57**

0.67**

0.96**

0.28**

0.41**

-0.25**

0.22*

0.93**

* P-value is lower than 0.05.
** P-value is lower than 0.01.
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Code 1. Annotated Mplus code for the unconstrained group-as-covariate model (M0)
DATA:
FILE IS "tabdelimited.dat";
LISTWISE=off;
VARIABLE:
NAMES ARE

idno v1-v21 pweight East;

MISSING are ALL (999);
USEVARIABLES =

v1-v21 East;

WEIGHT= pweight; ! applies population weight. Exclamation mark stands for comment
CATEGORICAL = ALL;
CLASSES = KLUSTER(5);

! this is the name of latent class variable and the number of

classes in both groups which must be equal
ANALYSIS:
TYPE = MIXTURE; ! designates the type of analysis that looks for latent classes
ESTIMATOR = MLR;
STARTS = 50 10;
ALGORITHM = INTEGRATION;
PROCESSORS=5;

! this takes advantage of several cores of processor in order to endorse

computation speed
MODEL:
%overall%
v1-v21 ON East*0; ! the effect of group variable East on conditional probabilities of
observed indicators can be any value, though the starting value is zero. These are βicg coefficients.
kluster#1 ON East@-15; ! this fixes the probability of class "kluster#1" to zero by
fixing the effect of the group variable to a value of -15
kluster#2 ON East;
kluster#3 ON East;
kluster#4 ON East; ! these lines indicate that three classes (as well as referenced
class "kluster#5") can be affected by group variable East.
method_f BY v1-v21@1;

! this is the method factor used to adjust for the response

style, it has loadings on all the 21 items and all of them are fixed at 1.
[method_f@0]; !the mean of the method factor is fixed to 0
method_f ON East*; !the method factor can differ between groups
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%kluster#1%
[v1$1-v21$5]; ! this designates that the thresholds of indicators in class "kluster#1" can
differ from the ones in the other classes. These are τijc coefficients, namely τij1
v1-v21 ON East@0; ! the effect of group variable East on conditional probabilities of
observed indicators is fixed to zero. These are βicg coefficients, namely βi1g .
method_f; ! this designates that method factor can have different variance across classes
method_f ON East@0; ! the effect of group on method factor needs to be fixed for the
"kluster#1" class because this class is fixed to zero at group "East"
%kluster#2%
[v1$1-v21$5*];
v1-v21 ON East*0 (c2_i1-c2_i21);

! the effect of group variable East. These are

βicg coefficients, namely βi2g . In parentheses labels of parameters are given that will be used in MODEL
CONSTRAINTS section. c stands for class id, i stands for indicator id
method_f;

! the code for the remaining classes is the same as for the class "kluster#2" except for parameter labels
%kluster#3%
[v1$1-v21$5*];
v1-v21 ON East*0(c3_i1-c3_i21);
method_f;
%kluster#4%
[v1$1-v21$5*];
v1-v21 ON East*0 (c4_i1-c4_i21);
method_f;
%kluster#5%
[v1$1-v21$5*];
v1-v21 ON East*0(c5_i1-c5_i21);
method_f;
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Code 2. Annotated Mplus code for the full and partial invariance models M1-M4d
These codes are different from Code 1 only by adding MODEL CONSTRAINT statements.
DO command repeats the command replacing character # with numbers sequence from the first
in parentheses to the last in parentheses.

Metric invariance model M1:
MODEL CONSTRAINT:
DO(1,21) 0 = c3_i# - c2_i#;
DO(1,21) 0 = c4_i# - c3_i#;
DO(1,21) 0 = c5_i# - c4_i#;

Partial metric invariance model M2a where several indicators are not constrained:
MODEL CONSTRAINT:
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i1 - c2_i1;
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i2 - c2_i2;
!DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i3 - c2_i3;
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i4 - c2_i4;
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i5 - c2_i5;
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i6 - c2_i6;
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i7 - c2_i7;
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i8 - c2_i8;
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i9 - c2_i9;
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i10 - c2_i10;
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i11 - c2_i11;
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i12 - c2_i12;
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i13 - c2_i13;
!DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i14 - c2_i14;
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i15 - c2_i15;
!DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i16 - c2_i16;
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i17 - c2_i17;
DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i18 - c2_i18;
!DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i19 - c2_i19;
!DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i20 - c2_i20;
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DO(3,5) 0 = c#_i21 - c2_i21;

Partial metric invariance model M2b where class 2 is not constrained, but group effects are
constrained to be equal across classes 3, 4, and 5:
MODEL CONSTRAINT:
!DO(1,21) 0 = c3_i# - k2_i#;
DO(1,21) 0 = c4_i# - c3_i#;
DO(1,21) 0 = c5_i# - c4_i#;

Full scalar invariance model M3
MODEL CONSTRAINT:
DO(1,21) 0 = c2_i#;
DO(1,21) 0 = c3_i#;
DO(1,21) 0 = c4_i#;
DO(1,21) 0 = c5_i#;

Partial scalar invariance model M4a
MODEL CONSTRAINT:
0 = c3_i1;
0 = c3_i3;
0 = c3_i4;
DO(6,12) 0 = c3_i#;
0 = c3_i16;
DO(18,21) 0 = c3_i#;

0 = c4_i10;
0 = c4_i12;
0 = c4_i18;

0 = c5_i6;
0 = c5_i8;
0 = c5_i12;

Partial scalar invariance model M4b
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MODEL CONSTRAINT:
!DO(1,21) 0 = c2_i#;
DO(1,21) 0 = c3_i#;
!DO(1,21) 0 = c4_i#;
!DO(1,21) 0 = c5_i#;

Partial scalar invariance model M4c
MODEL CONSTRAINT:
!DO(1,21) 0 = c2_i#;
DO(1,21) 0 = c3_i#;
DO(1,21) 0 = c4_i#;
!DO(1,21) 0 = c5_i#;

Partial scalar invariance model M4d
MODEL CONSTRAINT:
!DO(1,21) 0 = c2_i#;
DO(1,21) 0 = c3_i#;
DO(1,21) 0 = c4_i#;
DO(1,21) 0 = c5_i#;
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